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Ozarkcon 2015 Update 
Paul Smith, N0NBD 

Feb 17, 2015 
 

Hello Everyone, 
 
As this is being written there are 61 people registered for Ozarkcon. They 
represent 14 states and the UK.  Last Thursday Sarah [N0TKO] and I traveled 
from Humboldt KS and Terry [WA0ITP] traveled from Ottumwa IA and met in 
Branson to have a meeting with the Group Sales people. On Thursday night we 
had our usual steak supper at the Lone Star steak house.. MMMMMMM GOOD! 
 
Friday morning we had a good meeting and got the details all ironed out for the 
Ozarkcon. The menus look real good and the Saturday free lunch should be 
good eating as well.   
 
We have a great line up of speakers and the prize list is impressive.  Go to this 
link for more information. 
 
http://www.ozarkcon.com/index.php 
 
Come on down to Branson April 10 and 11 we will have a good time. 
 
de Paul Smith N0NBD 
 

Simple Antenna Mast Clamps 
Bill Dekle, KV6Z 

 
 
Do you ever need to temporarily attach an antenna to a mast for portable work?  Here is a 

simple and inexpensive way to do that without having to drill any holes in the mast or use 

any tools. The need came about when I realized that the portable 80m magnetic loop 

antenna I’m building was too heavy to attach it directly atop a mast using a PVC “tee” 

coupler. Fortunately, the antenna had a vertical support that spans the diameter of the 

loop and that led to the design of the clamps shown below.  
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Mast Clamp Assemblies 

 

To make one of these clamps, start with a rectangular block of wood. (I used a piece of 

Poplar that was 4.5 in. x 2 in. x ¾ in. thick.)  Draw a longitudinal centerline on the face of 

the block and then drill holes that are just slightly larger than the diameters of the tubes 

you want to clamp. Center both holes on the centerline and leave enough space between 

them to accommodate the clamping bolt.  I used a 35 mm Forstner bit for the large hole 

that will accommodate the 1 inch mast and a 7/8 inch spade drill to bore the smaller hole 

for the ½ inch PVC antenna member. A hole saw should also work.  (Note: the outside 

diameters for ½ inch and 1 inch schedule 40 PVC tubing are 0.840 inch and 1.315 inch 

respectively.)  Next, drill a transverse clearance hole for the bolt as shown. (I used a ¼-

20, 2½ inch hex bolt.) Then, saw the piece in half along the centerline and glue strips of 

shelf liner to the hole surfaces to help grip the tubes. I epoxied the bolt to one half of the 

clamp so it would not rotate when I tightened the wing nut. For outdoor use, a coat of 

varnish or other protective treatment on the wood is advisable. 
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Antenna Mast Clamps in use 

 

Using two clamps provides stability and it is surprising how little clamping pressure is 

actually needed. Although they secure my 6 lb. loop antenna to the mast quite well, you 

must determine if these clamps are appropriate for your application. Observe all safety 

precautions during construction and use. 

 

Beware the Antenna-eating Dune 
Ron Potter, AG1P 

 
I didn’t realize how spoiled I was with my 80-meter skywave loop antenna 
positioned high up in old oak trees until family issues required me to relocate to 
the Oregon Coast.  When I say “coast”, I mean coast…as in within 300 yds of the 
water and living among the sand dunes. 
 
Once we were settled in, I was ready to operate again so looked around for 
antenna options.  There are no trees, so the loop I had so carefully removed had 
to remain in the box. To my dismay, I discovered that there were very strict 
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homeowner association rules that would not permit me to put up my Hustler HF 
vertical or my VHF vertical for that matter.  I ended up constructing a 20-meter 
loop and attaching it to the inside of the garage.  The results were disappointing. 
To say the least, I was spoiled. 
 
I waited until the summer people left, and then constructed a stealth dipole 
running along the peak of the roof using #18 wire.  It was difficult to see from the 
street, results were good and I was a happy camper again.  Happy, that is, until 
the first good late autumn storm hit.  We had sustained winds of 50-60 mph with 
gusts to 75.  The white vinyl siding turned to adobe with the blowing sand and 
rain.  My antenna stopped working during the storm.  When it passed and I could 
make it up on the roof, I discovered the antenna was gone, stripped clean as a 
whistle off the roof. 
 
I searched all around the near-by houses in hopes of finding it but to no avail.  
Two days later, I was driving to the post office and passed by a big, 40-ft high 
dune about a half mile from my house and saw a porcelain insulator attached to 
a wire sticking out of the sand.  I stopped, jumped out of the car and checked it 
out.  It was my antenna.  An hour later, after much shoveling, and cussing, the 
antenna was free and back in my car.  It seemed clear that a dipole on the peak 
of the roof was not the answer. 
 
Upon advice from some friendly 4SQRPers, I constructed a dipole antenna that 
ran along the top of the gutter on the back of the house.  I used the same wire; 
only this time used a center connector made from some Lexan stock I had left 
over from a prior project.  I also used some wood strips and regular intervals to 
hold it in place.  Certainly this would work, albeit not as well as when it was 
higher up on the peak of the roof.  Again, I was a happy camper…that is until the 
next storm hit.  This time we had sustained winds of 70 mph and several gusts to 
100 mph.  To my dismay, the antenna stopped working during the peak of the 
storm. 
 
It took me two days to clear the sand off the drive and decks so I could get to 
where the antenna was located.  The only sign that it ever existed was the 450 
ohm ladder line wrapped around a downspout, the wires had broken at the 
plastic. At that point I was at a loss for what to do next.  I checked around the 
houses in the area to see if I could find the antenna, but to no avail.  I decided to 
go to the post office and check along the road.  Sure enough, when I came up to 
the big dune, there was a porcelain insulator dangling at the end of a wire that 
was sticking out of the sand.  I performed the rescue a second time. 
 
So I have resigned myself to use the garage loop during the stormy months, then 
put up the dipole when conditions permit.  Charlie Brown has his kite-eating tree 
and I have my antenna-eating dune.  We both just need to learn to live with them.   
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In the Beginning… 
Wayne Dillon, KC0PMH 

 
I have been a licensed Radio Ham for over 30 years; looking back it seems 
incredible that 30 years have passed since those faltering first steps in a hobby 
that has been so rewarding. If you are interested, here is how it all started: 
 
I discovered “Wireless” when I was 10 years old, confined to quarters over the 
Christmas school vacation with Chicken Pox. Having nothing better to do I 
started playing with the family broadcast receiver. When my father got home, he 
wanted to know what I was doing, after I told him we sat and had a long 
conversation about the short-wave bands and what I was likely to discover there. 
For shortwave operation, the set needed wire for an external antenna, which my 
father provided the following evening. I saved, scrounged and cajoled until I 
could buy a small “transistor” radio, which became my constant companion. The 
wireless “Bug” had bitten and bitten deep. 
 
Although the Short Wave bands were (and still are) fascinating I fell in love with 
the domestic programs broadcast by the BBC (British Broadcasting Corporation). 
There were three principle “stations” called programs. The “Light”, “Home” and 
“Third” programs which by late 1970 had morphed into Radios 1,2,3 and 
4respectively. 
 
During the spring of my eleventh year, I built the first 
receiver of many, a single valve (tube) regen job, 
which required a couple of batteries to operate (90v HT 
and 1.5v for the heater) both big batteries by today’s 
standards. The receiver drove a pair of S.G. Brown 
high impedance headphones and it was, at least to 
me, a wonder of the age. That summer I collected up 
the receiver and all its accessories and, in an orange 
crate, dragged the whole kit-and-caboodle out into the 
back yard. Would it not be cool to take everything on 
camping and canoeing trips like the folks I had seen in 
the vintage pictures in RadCom? You betcha! 
 
Fast forward to 1981, in the spring of that year I 
passed my first Amateur radio examination, the pass 
slip enabling me to get a class “B” license (144 MHz 
and up, no code, we did not have an allocation on 6m 
back then.) Available funds allowed for the purchase of an Icom IC-2E handheld 
2m FM transceiver and I loved it. It was my constant companion, everywhere I 
went, it went also. I had finally achieved my goal, a Ham Radio license, not a full 
“A” license but I was on my way. 
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Sometime later, it may have been a long as a couple of years, we “B” class 
licensees were permitted to request a “letter of variation” to allow us to use CW 
(for practice purposes you understand) on 2m and above. Now getting to grips 
with the code was something I’d fought shy of but now I had no excuse. A couple 
of local Hams took me under their respective wings and I was subjected to 
lunchtime and evening code practice sessions. They were unmerciful; if I didn’t 
show up on air for an evening session then there was a ‘phone call to see why I 
was a.w.o.l. The process was carried out by using a tone over an FM channel 
and I would read back my copy. This was before home computers were common 
so the code was sent by hand; using a straight or “pump” key just like the 
examiner would when I sat my test. I vowed to bury my key (a Hi-Mound HK-702 
as I recall) in the concrete tower base. Well eventually, sooner than I had 
expected actually, I applied for and received my code test date and location. 
Candidates were informed that we could bring our own key if we felt more 
comfortable with it but I elected to use whatever they had at the test session 
 
A nerve wracked 45 minutes later I had done it, I had passed the dreaded 12-
w.p.m. code test and I was elated. I do recall driving home with a grin that the 
Cheshire cat would have been proud of. The order of business at home was a 
coffee and a quick listen to the H.F. bands that I would soon be unleashed on. 
The pass slip arrived about a week after the test and as soon as it dropped 
through the letterbox, I completed the paperwork for the license upgrade. It was 
in the mail the following morning. 
 
While awaiting the license upgrade I spent almost every spare minute listening to 
the HF bands with a quick sojourn to the local VHF repeater every now and then 
to keep up with the locals. With many stations logged, I was itching to get on the 
air and work those exotic DX stations on SSB. The key that had carried me 
through many practice sessions sat on the shelf above the receiver, almost 
daring me to get going on CW. What clinched it was one of my Code tutors, who 
said, “well you’ve passed the test and now the pressure‘s off, why not give CW a 
try and enjoy the experience?” I never looked back. I worked some very kind and 
understanding, not to mention experienced, operators who took the time to 
nurture my CW and point me in the right direction when I made errors. A huge 
vote of thanks to all of you, you know who you are. 
 
Niggling away just under the noise floor of my mind there lurked the desire, still, 
to take ham radio to the great outdoors. 
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After receiving the “Notice of Variation” but 
before taking and passing the 12WPM code 
test I discovered that Yaesu had brought out 
a small (ish) multimode 144 MHz transceiver, 
the FT290R, that carried its own power 
source (eight “C” size NiCad cells). Marketed 
as essentially a “Portable” station with a host 
of other accessories and I knew immediately, 
I needed one. As luck would have it, I could 
afford this new radio while keeping the trusty 
IC2E. A bunch of the locals had also invested 
in this little wonder and an informal net sprung 

up on the West London (U.K.) VHF repeater. 
 
Now the FT290R was not the only offering in respect of a “Portable” VHF radio, 
Standard had their C58; Icom had the IC202 series but nothing “portable” from 
Kenwood. With charged batteries and an old ex-WWII gas mask case pressed 
into service as a carryall, Mic and key in the bag I was ready for the great 
outdoors, or so I thought. The standard antenna that comes on the  radio is a 
telescopic quarter wave, fine for getting into the local FM repeater but not much 
good for anything else. The answer to the antenna conundrum presented itself in 
a book by Fred Judd (Call sign G2BCX), “Two-meter Antenna Handbook” in the 
form of the now famous “Slim Jim” omnidirectional vertical antenna. This beast 
could be constructed from 300Ω Ribbon cable plus a few feet of RG58 Co-Ax to 
connect it to the radio. With some Mason Line through a hole in the top to hang it 
from a convienent point the /P setup was good to go. That weekend I was busy, 
so I had to wait for an afternoon the following week before the entire /P setup 
could be tested in anger. 
 
Near to my home in NW london is a local high spot – Horsenden Hill 
(http://www.perivale.co.uk/horsenden-hill.htm) which would be the ideal testing 
ground. So, on a warm and sunny weekday afternoon the following week I 
gathered up the gas mask case containing  the radio and accessories, the newly 
constructed antenna and headed for the hill. 
 
One of the FT290’s major failings, in my opinion, 
was a lack of Break-In (semi or full) for CW. There 
is a jack located on the left-hand side for an 
external switch or you may use the Mic PTT to key 
the transceiver when using cw but no Break-In. An 
article in the now defunct Ham Radio Today 
magazine offered a design for an outboard Break-
In circuit that went a long way to remedy this situation. Well I had the mic so 
using the PTT would have to do. While we’re on the subject of failings, the front-
end performance was sadly lacking, although to be fair for a transmit power of 
2.5 Watts out the receiver, without modification, is probably adequate. A Scottish 
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company – Mutek – started to produce an after market front end (SLNA-145) and 
it increased this little radios receive performance by an order of magnitude. 
Needless to say, that was top of  my “must have” list of accessories. For a key I 
had either my Hi-Mound or a cheap plastic J-37 lookalike. The J-37 would do for 
now. 
 
From home to the top (hardly a summit) of Horsenden Hill is about a 25 minute 
walk on a pleasant sunny afternoon and it was a pleasant sunny afternoon. Once 
at the top I selected a likely looking tree limb and proceeded to “launch” the 
antenna support line over it. Within a few minutes I had the “portable” Slim Jim 
up about 10 feet. With everything connected I was ready to go. Have you any 
idea how daunting it is to try CW, on a band you’ve mostly used FM on and how 
hard you secretly hope no one will respond? Seriously, although I had rehearsed, 
mentally, how that first CW QSO would go with a stranger at the other end, I was 
still in awe. Slowly, almost reverently, I began the frequently rehearsed CQ call. 
A simple “3*3” (a 3*3 is CQ CQ CQ de mycall mycall mycall) with a nice polite 
pse K at the end. I released the PTT on the mic and slowly exhaled. Had I been 
too fast, was my code intelligable? Had I been sending at all. As my mind 
processed all of the above I heard, from the speaker, my callsign, three times 
then “de” then the other stations callsign three times also with a nice polite KN on 
the end. Whats more it was at a speed I could copy, the sender had a real nice 
fist and was very deliberate. The QSO continued for about ten minutes to it’s 
natural conclusion. That’s it, I’d had my first “uncontrolled” CW QSO and it felt 
good, real good. I was totally hooked  and I was ready for more… 
 
I’d also had my first taste of Ham Radio in the great outdoors so yes, it could be 
done. I spent a couple of minutes just reflecting on the simple setup and how well 
it had actually worked. The set-up was not without it’s shortcumings though, I 
was going to need headphones that could block out the noises of my 
surroundings like the passenger jet making it’s approach to Heathrow Airport, 
occasional traffic noises from the pub at the foot of the hill, stuff like that. The 
key, although it had worked, could be improved on. All stuff to note for next time. 
A pad and pencil were another necessary addition to my “go” kit. The QSO I had 
just completed was done by copying mostly in my head but it had been a strain, I 
needed something on which to note the salient details such as name, QTH, time 
etc. All in all though a very satisfying experience for a first go at the /P operation. 
 
The Icom IC2E was clipped to my belt so I callen in to the local repeater to see if 
anyone wanted to share in my success when, low and behold, one of my tutors 
came right back. He’d been listening on the CW frequency and had copied the 
QSO. He congratulated me warmly on a job well done. That made me smile 
almost a big as the smile I would wear when I passed the code test some weeks 
later.  I’d like to tell you that the fella at the other end of that first QSO and I had 
become firm friends but alas I never heard his callsign ever again. I do however 
hold that first CW QSO out in “the field” very dear indeed. 
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As time went on I made many many more CW QSO’s on vhf, both from the shack 
at home and from the field but none could hold a candle to that first time up on 
Horsenden hill with my home-brew Slim Jim and the plastic J-37 lookalike key. 
 
Another of my passions is cycling, cycle touring specifically, so I saw this as a 
wonderful opportunity to take Ham Radio out in to the great outdoors? The VHF 
transciever was fine but I wanted to excersise my new “A” license. I had aquired 
a nice FT102 for the shack but that was a monster and dragging that beast into 
the field? on a bicycle? not happening! A local dealer, whom I had come to know 
well, had a used kenwood TS120V in on a trade. As this was the low power 
version of the stock 100 watt TS120S the price could be 
right. The size was certainly right and I could put up with 
the weight. If you’ve never met the Kenwood 
TS120V/S/SE (the SE is the one with the WARC bands) 
or it later variant the TS130V/S you must understand 
that they are not “compact” radios by today’s standards 
but they were considerably smaller that the common 
“base station” radios of the day. I was keen on the “V” variant because it was 
lighter in weight with only 10 Watts out (no large cooling fins/heatshunt on the 
back) and would therefore last longer on battery power. 
 
Battery power, there’s another conundrum, batteries come in lots of shapes and 
sizes and capacities. I looked at the spec for the TS120 and figured I could run it 
normally on a small powersupply but what kind of battery power could I use. At 
work we were having a new fire alarm system installed so naturally I stuck my 
nose into the job at every opportunity. I got to talking to the engineer and asked, 
quite naturally, how would the system function if the mains failed? “battery Back-
Up” he answered, “whatwhonow?” “Battery Back-Up” then he proceeded to 
introduce me to the concept of the “uninturruptable power supply” where a 
storage battery takes over the duties of the mains supply until power is restored. 
His next question was his downfall, “you need a battery for  a specific use?” 
“Yeah” I said, then explained my crazy ham radio ideas. 
 
To the guy’s credit he didn’t laugh or even raise an eyebrow. He just went out to 
his truck and returned with a battery, The like of which I had never seen before. It 
turned oout to be a 20Ah SLA. He also had a couple of scrap boards with a sheet 
of schematics tucked under his arm. “This should do you” he said “you ever see 
one of these before?” The look on my face gave me away , “it’s an SLA – Sealed 
Lead Acid battery, means it won’t spill if you knock it over, the 20Ah means that 
theoritically you could draw down 20 amps for 1 hour, or 40 amps for 2 hours, get 
the picture?” “Great” I said, “where do I get one of these?” “Well specialist 
suppliers have them and they’re getting more common but you can have that 
one. We change them out every 12 months, good or not, and that one’s good so 
you’ll save me the trouble of disposing of it”. The look on my face must have 
been a picture because then he did crack a smile. “The boards are scrap but the 
charging circuits work ok so with the schematic you ought to be able to figure out 
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where to tap off for a charging voltage”. I practicall skipped back to my own 
workplace, What a guy, he’d solved my power supply problem in one fail swoop. 
 
OK, radio problem solved, power problem solved,  now what about the 
antenna… 
 
 

Portable 2m Antenna 
Tom Sevart, N2UHC 

 
I recently bought a cheap Chinese Baofeng UV-5R 2m/440 HT.  I wasn’t really 
looking for an HT, but when I heard about the Baofengs and saw that they were 
around $35 for the HT with drop-in charger, and about another $5 for the 
programming cable & software, I figured it was too good a deal to pass up.  I’d 
gone years without using an HT but at that price I could find a use for it. 

 
After thinking about it for a minute, I became 
convinced that it would make an excellent radio to 
use while camping.  At 4W output and being an 
HT, it’s got enough power and portability that it 
would really work well when I am camping out in 
our popup camper, such as at Field Day or at the 
Brutus Bash.  However, as with all HT’s, the 
rubber duckie antenna leaves something to be 
desired, especially when you’re far away from any 
repeaters.  Plus, the extended range of the 
Baofeng UV-5R means that I’ll be able to listen to 
weather stations in case of severe weather. 
 
Obviously, a good portable antenna would help 
extend the range of my HT quite a bit.  I’ve always 
been a big fan of J-poles, and the first antenna I 
ever built was a Slim Jim which is a J-pole variant.  
The Slim Jim was designed by Fred Judd, G2BCX 
and consists of a J-pole with another element from 
the top of the J bent back down toward the tuning 

stub.  This design aims the signal from the antenna out toward the horizon as 
opposed to upward at an angle like with a quarter wave ground plane.   
 
I previously built a few Slim Jims using 300 Ohm TV twinlead, which easily slides 
into ½” PVC pipe.  The top is capped with a PVC cap, and the bottom is capped 
with another cap that I’ve installed a female BNC jack into, using a short length of 
coax from the BNC jack to the feedpoint of the antenna.  The caps are secured 
using regular PVC glue, and it can be left bare or painted with a non-metallic 
paint.  The result is a very light weight, full length antenna for 2 meters. 
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One accessory I bought for the HT was an SMA-to-BNC adaptor cable.  I had 
seen one piece adaptors but figured a cable would work much better as it would 
prevent a lot of strain on the radio’s SMA jack.  I found what I needed on 
Amazon, made out of 3’ of LMR-915 cable with a female SMA on one end and a 
female BNC on the other.  The company which made it is MPDDigital, and the 
best part is that it was manufactured here in the U.S. 
 
The mast consists simply of a 10’ length of ½” 
electrical conduit cut in half and connected 
together with a coupler.  This is done for ease of 
portability so I don’t have to try carrying around a 
10’ length of conduit.  I had looked for a thumb 
screw or a winged screw to use on one side so I 
wouldn’t have to have a screwdriver to secure the 
top part of the mast into the connector, but I 
couldn’t find any which worked.  Since I always 
carry a Swiss Army knife around with me which 
has both flat and Phillips screwdrivers, this wasn’t 
too much of a problem.  To attach the antenna to 
the mast, I use three Velcro straps to lash it 
together.  I just simply get it as tight as possible 
and then wrap the remaining strap around.  The 
three straps also hold everything together for 
storage or transport. 
 
The antenna can easily be erected by simply 
sticking one end into the ground or lashing it to 
whatever’s handy.  I thought about cutting the bottom of the mast at a 45 degree 
angle in order to be able to stick it into the ground easier, but if the ground is soft 
enough it’s fairly easy to push it into the ground as it is. 
 
Once I put it up for testing in my back yard, I didn’t think the antenna looked quite 
tall enough.  I do have two 8’ lengths of conduit which served as a vertical dipole 
for my 10m beacon, and since it’s no longer operating I may use it to give me a 
16’ tall mast over a 10’ tall mast.  Not that the extra 6’ would be a huge 
improvement, but it may make a difference.  This antenna wasn’t intended to 
work DX, but basically to extend the range of my HT to be able to communicate 
through repeaters better than I could with the rubber duck. 
 
One thing which might be advisable is to use a handheld speaker mike with the 
HT when using this antenna.  The LMR-915 of the SMA-to-BNC adaptor is quite 
stiff, so a hand mike might be a bit less awkward to handle and put less strain on 
the SMA jack, since it would allow me to leave the HT on the operating table 
while communicating. 
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Warmer weather is just around the corner, so I can't wait to get the camper out 
and take along my trusty HT and antenna.  Since we're planning on doing a lot of 
camping this summer, I should get quite a bit of use out of it. 
 
Ed. Note – The Baofeng radios are the cat’s meow, in my book!  I think I’ve got 
like 4 of em myself, and I love em!  Like Tom said, they’re great little knock-
around radios (for $35 I honestly don’t care if I drop one and break it!) – they can 
be great for storm season to listen to the NOAA weather radio broadcasts, and if 
you’re still in an area where public service hasn’t gone digital, can make perfectly 
adequate scanners too!  The adapter cable is also a good idea – never seen the 
one Tom referenced – I’ve always gotten mine from N9TAX – he makes them in 
various lengths with either RG58 or -8X, and your choice of ends on em.  As 
many times as I do it for people, I could almost make a business out of 
programming them for people! 

 
 

Dan – KB6NU’s Column 
Make Your Own Dipoles 

Dan Romanchik, KB6NU 
 

 
One of the things that always gets my goat is the price some companies charge 
for dipole antennas. It's not that they're charging an outrageously large sum of 
money, and I certainly don't begrudge them making a profit for their efforts. It's 
just that if hams would just buy their own wire and parts, they would not only 
save money over the long run, but be encouraged to experiment with antennas. 
That's what I started doing about ten years ago, and I've been very happy with 
the results. 
 
One of the first things that I did was to purchase ten Budwig HQ-1 center 
insulators and ten HQ-2 end insulators (http://www.budwig.com/antenna-
connector-insulators.html). I've made a bunch of antennas with these insulators, 
including several 40m/20m inverted vees for portable use (such as Field Day and 
special events), a 17m dipole, and a 10m loop antenna. These insulators are 
very well-made, and can easily be reused, too. 
 
Universal Radio sells the set (http://universal-
radio.com/catalog/antsup/1782.html) for $18.50. I just placed another order for 
ten HQ-1s and 20 HQ-2s (the minimum number that you can purchase to get a 
quantity discount). The price, including shipping, is $143. 
 
There are a bunch of other center insulators on the market, including: 
 

 The Alpha Delta Delta-C antenna hardware kit (http://universal-
radio.com/catalog/antsup/0297.html) consists of a Delta-C Center 

http://universal-radio.com/catalog/antsup/1782.html
http://universal-radio.com/catalog/antsup/1782.html
http://universal-radio.com/catalog/antsup/0297.html
http://universal-radio.com/catalog/antsup/0297.html
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Insulator, antenna connecting hardware, 1 SEP Arc-Plug™ static protector 
(installed in Delta-C) and 2 Delta-CIN end insulators. This is a little 
heavier-duty than the Budwig insulators, but it costs more, too ($30 at 
Universal Radio). Unless you're going to be running a kW, I don't see the 
need to spend nearly twice as much money on these insulators. 

 The TEN-TEC ACRO-BAT Antenna Connector & Hanger 
(http://www.tentec.com/products/ACRO%252dBAT-Antenna-Connector-
%26-Hanger.html) is an interesting product. Unlike the Budwig and Alpha-
Delta insulators, this product does not have an SO-239. Instead, this 
insulator clamps over the coax and antenna wire, and in doing so, 
provides strain relief. I haven't tried this one, but it seems like a nice 
design. The cost is $10, directly from TEN-TEC or from Universal Radio. 

 The Unadilla W2AU ANsulator (http://universal-
radio.com/catalog/antsup/0913.html) is made from PCV tubing and include 
eyelets for terminating the antenna wire and for supporting the insulator in 
the middle. For $15, I think I'd rather have the Budwig insulator. Also, you 
should be able to make one of these insulators for less than 15 bucks. 

 The Hy-Gain C-1C Center Insulator (http://www.hy-
gain.com/Product.php?productid=C-1C) has a screw for tightening down 
the antenna wire, so you don't have to do any soldering, but overall, I don't 
think I like the looks of this model. And, at 30 bucks, it seems kind of 
pricey. 

 The W8AMZ Dipole Antenna Starter Kit 
(http://www.w8amz.com/W8AMZ_ACC_Page.html) comes a center 
insulator made from PVC pipe, similar to the Unadilla W2AU ANsulator 
and two end insulators. It costs $18. 

 
If none of these strikes your fancy, you can always make your own. WP4AOH 
has some very good instructions on how to do this using PVC pipe and fasteners 
that you can find at your local hardware store 
(http://wp4aoh.blogspot.com/2012/07/dipole-antenna-center-insulator.html). 
 
Whatever route you take, I encourage you to keep several on hand and enough 
antenna wire and coax to complete the antenna. You never know when the urge 
will strike you to build an antenna, and if you don't have the parts you've missed 
an opportunity to do some experimenting. 
 

 
 
When not checking his stock of antenna parts, you'll find KB6NU working on 
updates to his "No Nonsense" study guides, blogging about amateur radio at 
www.kb6nu.com, or working 30m CW. 
 
 
 
 

http://www.tentec.com/products/ACRO%252dBAT-Antenna-Connector-%26-Hanger.html
http://www.tentec.com/products/ACRO%252dBAT-Antenna-Connector-%26-Hanger.html
http://universal-radio.com/catalog/antsup/0913.html
http://universal-radio.com/catalog/antsup/0913.html
http://www.hy-gain.com/Product.php?productid=C-1C
http://www.hy-gain.com/Product.php?productid=C-1C
http://www.w8amz.com/W8AMZ_ACC_Page.html
http://wp4aoh.blogspot.com/2012/07/dipole-antenna-center-insulator.html
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From the Editor 
Ozarkcon and more… 

 
As I do this edition of the Banner, Ozarkcon is exactly 1 month away!  My how 
the time flies!  Paul & Company have put together a great line up of speakers this 
year!  I’m looking forward to each and every presentation they are having this 
year! 
 
Speaking of Ozarkcon – a couple weekends ago I finally started working on one 
of the kits I purchased last year – the Cyclone tranciever.  However, as I was 
working on it, I was definitely noticing one thing – it was much harder than I 
remembered to read the tiny numbers on the parts!  Didn’t think too much of it at 
the time, but last Friday I went in to renew my driver’s license (mine expires on 
my birthday this Sunday – 43, but I feel much older some days), and got the 
shock of my life!  I failed the vision test with my right eye (which is my naturally 
dominant eye) – thankfully I passed with my left so they were able to renew me, 
but sounds like it’s time for new glasses!  Guess that also explains the problems I 
was having with seeing double when trying to look thru the sights of my new gun 
too!  Plus, given my borderline diabetes and high blood pressure, I’m sure it 
doesn’t help my eyes much there either! 
 
I will probably have one more month of doing a late Banner – I will wait until after 
Ozarkcon to do the April banner, and will then get back to a more regular 
schedule of the first week of the month after that! 
 

 
 

Second Sunday Sprint (SSS) Standings 
As published by John Lonigro, AA0VE 

 
Starting this month, I will begin regularly publishing the standings for the Second 
Sunday Sprints.  As you know, the station with the most contacts over the course 
of the year gets the coveted use of the 4SQRP club call, WQ5RP for the October 
4x4 Sprint!  The current Top 5 as of March 10, 2015 are: 
 

Call QSOs 

KV6Z 39 

WA0ITP 34 

W2SH 21 

AA5CO 17 

AC0BQ 16 
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Four State QRP Group 

is meeting at the Country Cupboard  

Restaurant in downtown Seneca, Mo. This is 

one of the locations that 4SQRP folks gather. 

 
The Country Cupboard has a nice menu and they  

have a separate meeting room we can use. 

The Country Cupboard restaurant is located in the first block north of the blinker light in downtown 

Seneca.  From Barney's, head north on Cherokee Street (that's the main street of town).  Go across the 

railroad tracks and keep going past the blinker light stop. 

The restaurant is located at 1038 Cherokee street, on the west side of the street.   

 

Caution:  If you are headed north, do not make a left "J turn" into a parking spot.  "J turns" are illegal in the 

downtown area.   Keep going north past the restaurant till you reach the residential area north of downtown 

where a "U turn" is permitted.  Make a U turn there (it's a wide street) and come back to the parking in 

front of the restaurant. 

Our group is an informal organization with no officers, no rules, no dues or any other things to get in the 

way of having fun with QRP. We get-together monthly for lunch and the sharing of ideas and 

information, parts swapping and just plain fun on our normal third Saturday of a month. 

All ham radio amateurs (or prospective hams) are invited to participate. 
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The Four State QRP Comfortable nets meet each Wednesday night beginning at 7:30 PM CDT, 
0030z. 

 
 

If we have to QSY, I like to move up, Wayne likes to move down, and Dick doesn't have to move 
much at all. 

 
Add anything to the exchange that you wish, temp rig, ant, etc. Checking into all sessions is 

encouraged. 
 

7:30 CDT 0030z ... 40M CW Net on 7122, KCØPMH NCS 
8:00 CDT 0100z ... 80M CW Net on 3564, WAØITP NCS. 
8:30 CDT 0130z ... 40M CW Net on 7122, KCØPMH NCS 

9:00 CDT 0200z ... 80M PSK Net on 3580.5, NØTGR  

 

Ozark QRP  BANNER is a monthly publication 

of the Four State QRP Group and OzarkCon. www.4sqrp.com 

Editor: Jeremy Utley, NQ0M 

- Deadline for publications copy is the 25th of each month - 
 

For news, articles, inquiries for the Banner: ozarkqrpbanner@gmail.com 
Copyright 2015 and all rights reserved – this March 2015 edition of the Banner. The articles are the 

property of the writers which have shared their time and effort to help promote the enjoyment of 

Ham Radio and/or QRP. Links or references to individuals or companies or vendors do not 

constitute an endorsement of any product or service you may receive from such sources. Websites 

and contents used by the author’s permission. 

Thursday mornings ~ 8 to 8:30am 

A gathering of CW ops are having fun on 

7.122 MHz 

....and you are invited! 

Join us on the air on the second Saturday of 

each month for the 4SQRP “SSS” – Second 

Sunday Sprint – 7-9PM Central time 

See: http://www.4sqrp.com/4sqrpOnTheAir.php 

for rules and log submission! 

../Downloads/www.4sqrp.com
mailto:ozarkqrpbanner@gmail.com
http://www.4sqrp.com/4sqrpOnTheAir.php

